Oil Tanker Sale Announces The Launch Of A New Company
Website
Oil Tanker Sale launches a new website.
Oil Tanker Sale launches a new website.Singapore, Singapore - April 17, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -Oil Tanker Sale, an established leader in oil tanker ships, today announced the launch of a new
website to give people more information about their business that provides oil tanker for sale for
businesses.
The website can be viewed at oiltankersale.com.
"The company is happy to announce that we have just launched a new website. It has been months
since the team has started designing this and we are working very hard to promote this new
website. We have used social media marketing, email marketing, adwords, paid traffic, but those
marketing strategies didn't really climbed up to our expectations. We may have reach a certain
number of customers and leads, however I think this is not really enough to gain more customers.
We have seen an increase in number of inquiries and calls since the start of publishing the site.
Finally, our efforts have finally paid off after months of team effort," said Sim.
"We are glad to announce that people who are looking for a company that provides a a cost-efficient
yet very durable tanker ships can just visit our website and inquire from there. They can contact
using the contact form we have provided or they can straightaway just call from the contact number
listed on the site. The website is actually complete in terms of information. We also have FAQs,
articles, and other helpful resources on the website for people to read on and know more about
getting tanker ships at a cheap rate."
More About Oil Tanker Sale
Founded in 2016, Oil Tanker Sale has helped many businesses with providing oil tankers. The
company's mission statement is "to provide the best new and used crude oil tanker ships for
businesses and improve their operations by offering these products at a competitive price". To learn
more about Oil Tanker Sale, you should call 64600189 or visit them online at oiltankersale.com.
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